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This study investigated the extent to which the requirements and 

guidelines of environmental education approved by the National 

Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB) are met in the academic 

programs of the Architecture Department of Al-Nahrain University. It also 

attempted to examine to what extent these guidelines are considered in 

practical and theoretical parts, and across various stages. To this end, the 

number of topics given in the field of environment was determined and a 

review of the importance of this subject was done. Then, the most 

important studies carried out in this area were extracted and a comparison 

was made between what must be achieved in the field of environmental 

education according to the NAAB guidelines and what really exists in 

educational courses of the Architecture Department of Al-Nahrain 

University. As a result, the shortcomings that prevented the fulfillment of 

the NAAB conditions were identified. The findings suggested that, in order 

to meet the NAAB requirements on environmental education, there is a 

need to activate applied practical aspects in the environmental education 

concerning academic projects and the preparation of supporting 

laboratories for applying the software and calculations on such projects to 

verify the projects' performance environmentally. 
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1. Environmental education 

As a result of many movements and attempts by supporters of the environment, the first formal United 

Nations conference was held in Sweden in 1972 to emphasize the need for new steps in addressing 

environmental problems. Then, the International Conference on Education and the Environment organized 

by UNESCO in Tbilisi in 1977 was announced, which emphasized the role of education in facing 

environmental problems to develop morals and environmental conscience that protects the environment 

from the effects of human misconduct. This led to the integration of environmental education in formal and 

non-formal education systems as a continuous lifelong process and linking them to daily life situations 

based on the empirical study which helps individuals and professionals acquire the knowledge, values, and 

skills needed to solve environmental problems. Then, the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 reflected 

the importance of environmental education; and the New Zealand Natural Heritage Foundation organized 

the basis of education for the environmental education sector in universities within a conference entitled 
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"Education for Sustainability" in 1995 emphasizing the need to demonstrate the impact of sustainability on 

the higher education sector, particularly in relation to the creation of environmental policies and sustainable 

management practices. Chalkley (2006) points out that environmental education must seek results that 

include not only knowledge and skills, but also values as the basis for sustainability actions and activities 

that are practically applied in everyday life. He also points out that environmental education must achieve 

three main outcomes, which include students' knowledge of the environmental aspects and the ability to 

implement them in practice. They must also have the personal and emotional attitudes that push them 

toward this work. But education methods sometimes avoid influencing the students to take such steps [1]. 

 

1.1. The importance of environmental education in architectural education 
The significant impact of buildings and environment that are built based on climate and climate change led 

to the need to introduce environmental education topics within the architectural study and part of the special 

activities [2]. That resulted in the emergence of environmental issues and sustainability in all aspects of 

daily life since the 1980s leading to the environmental theme being a fundamental and influential factor in 

the methods and curriculum of higher education, and a new model of environmental education emerged [3]. 

called for the provision of knowledge of buildings and the built environment that integrate with their natural 

environment and considered its performance to complement the role of the natural environment and 

interfere closely and intricately with it. In order for environmental education to be the main focus of the 

architectural design studio and the focus of researchers and designers [4], the creation of well-trained and 

efficient architects is needed; accordingly, many universities around the world have included environment 

and sustainability subjects in their architectural curriculum [5]. This requires the development of a 

comprehensive environmental education system that is not limited to the performance of the building alone, 

but extends to include a set of relationships between the built environment and natural environment to reach 

sustainable environmental performance levels, which helps to improve the environmental performance of 

the built environment. Therefore, it is necessary to make use of the capabilities of students in higher 

education to prepare for new environmental solutions that develop the design process to achieve the 

integrated environmental performance of the built environment as a single unit. To achieve this goal, the 

integration of environmental education courses in universities is required. Therefore, there is a need for a 

comprehensive and integrated education system that is different from the traditional one, that is, the new 

system should add some environmental or sustainable treatments to some parts of the building or the built 

environment. Although this is not a new claim [6], it depicts how it is applied in practice, how students are 

trained, and how it is tested. 

 

Therefore, the testing of environmental systems and designs using computer programs for this purpose has 

become an additional judgment and assessment method to prove the efficiency of design in competition. 

There are calls for change of teaching and scientific research on sustainability from the level of the single 

building and its passive systems, and a shift to a larger scale to include the fully built environment [7], 

through which specific sustainability characteristics and dynamic features can be identified to determine the 

environmental requirements of a large area; and thus environmental treatment is more efficient. Higher 

education and universities can play a major role in this regard, which contribute to the development of the 

society. Legislation and building codes can help in this area by imposing them on the community 

compulsorily. Sustainability has become an important part of the construction industry and has significantly 

affected the design of buildings [8], giving priority to energy-efficient buildings and environmentally 

friendly materials through which the efficiency of the buildings and the level of pollution resulting from it 

can be determined. In addition, environmental computer programs have been used as a means of 

competition and judgment between architects to determine the best project, as it will represent excellence in 

sustainability and environmental standards. This led to a focus on the design and implementation of the 

buildings in a sustainable manner considering the building part of the natural environment. Thus, a new 

type of knowledge about sustainable environmental solutions has been developed, combined with new 

interpretations of traditional solutions. Therefore, a large body of such information is made available on the 

internet which are easy to access. But this does not mean that they can be used directly [9], since the 
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availability of this information will not enable the architects to use it directly unless they receive education 

and training. If this is not fulfilled properly, it will make architects adhere to traditional methods. As a 

result, their dealing with new projects will be without awareness and without a clear path of environmental 

treatments, which will constitute a negative aspect of the inability to look at the project as a whole, but seen 

as scattered parts. 

 

2. Requirements of NAAB in the field of environmental education 
The NAAB emphasized the importance of the study of integrated critical thinking for the consideration of 

high complexity architectural problems [10]. Therefore, the relationship between the design process and the 

implementation of correlation and integration with the architectural design approach is one of the most 

important problems facing the architectural study. However, by relying on global institutions that grant 

accreditation such as NAAB and the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), this dilemma can be 

solved by drawing on case studies from research and design terms (theoretical and practical sides) [11] in a 

similar manner to the study of medicine as the students cannot learn the theoretical side without a real case 

study [12]; and this is what RIBA calls "Live Studio" [13]. Therefore, the general characteristics of 

architectural education are based on the architectural studios in large because it represents the place where 

the practical aspect of the architectural study is applied. Therefore, RIBA [14] has imposed 50% of the 

study modules of the architectural study designated for the practical side in the studios. Moreover, NAAB 

[15] considered that the philosophy of architectural learning and its policy should be directly related to the 

development of a special policy for the students' work curriculum in the architectural design studio with 

mechanisms that take into account the verification of the application of environmental requirements 

according to the regulations of these two institutions. Global environmental standards by preparing lists of 

assessment of the product design that include and emphasize global environmental standards. Therefore, 

this organization stipulated that the architecture graduates should have acquired a range of intellectual and 

technical skills, as well as the ability to deal with others and understand the environmental and cultural 

context of the architecture to solve architectural problems in general, and the environmental problems in 

particular. These indicators have made educational institutions aware of the importance of developing and 

implementing accreditation procedures and quality assurance methods to ensure graduates with high 

qualifications, to keep abreast of the architectural profession, to have the ability to apply theoretical 

knowledge in the field of work, to be able to absorb the intellectual and technical changes and how to deal 

with them, to be aware of the environmental characteristics and nature, and to produce environmental 

architectural designs that reflect the nature of his environment and society during the years of study and 

beyond. In its 2004 regulations, NAAB stipulates that the inclusion of sustainable environmental designs in 

the curriculum of architectural departments should be considered as a prerequisite; therefore, in its 

paragraph 15, NAAB noted that "understanding environmental principles is the basis for guiding urban 

design and planning decisions to provide more healthy buildings and complexes. In terms of the 

requirements of the same body within its controls for the year 2009, more precise conditions have been 

determined by the following phrase: “the ability to design projects that use resources optimally, 

conservation of natural resources and reuse of building materials to reduce environmental impacts through 

several methods such as carbon equal buildings, designing Bio-climatic buildings, and energy-efficient 

buildings”. This change indicates that the standards of NAAB have become more accurate and focus on the 

environment with limited energy sources and natural materials. Therefore, there is a need for a more 

comprehensive method of architectural teaching that seeks to clarify and establish the importance of the 

environment to contribute to the production of a successful architect, which requires the students to study 

curricula and topics in the form of lectures and seminars related to the sustainability and environment 

during university years [15].  

The architectural approach must be multi-subject in order to enable the student to develop various 

knowledge and skills of the environment and for different stages of study, as well as practical practice to 

apply this information in architectural design lessons to give him the opportunity to present his ideas and 

concepts in practice after knowing them theoretically, which will contribute to the establishment of 

Environment Language that enables the student from the beginning properly to be an architect or urban 
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designer who deals clearly with the environment. Therefore, NAAB encourages its students to develop 

competencies for renewable energy technologies and their own systems to be applied in practice, which will 

preserve the environment and its sources [16].  

 

3. Environmental education and the labor market 
The architectural education in the countries of the developed world is considered as a key element in 

guiding the process of technical development in that country as well as being an important basis for 

knowledge building. Universities should work hard to develop this subject to meet the demands of the labor 

market. However, the multiplicity of universities that are working to have large numbers of graduated 

architects, who do not match the needs of the labor market, created a big problem related to the basis of 

architectural education, even though most of these universities consider the quality and reliability of their 

architectural programs a first priority. The profession of architecture is characterized by exclusivity, as is 

the case with its educational curricula and the reason that architecture is a free profession, its study and the 

specifications of its graduates must be linked to the requirements of the labor market and the conditions of 

practicing the profession. Therefore, accreditation is one of the important indicators for measuring the 

quality of the academic programs, as well as determining the quality of education compared to education in 

other universities that do not meet this requirements, which makes graduates of the first universities more 

qualified to work because they meet the requirements of the market. Due to globalization, the profession of 

architecture is not limited to certain countries, but has become a profession with global and international 

application possibilities, which increases the importance of accreditation in architectural study. Therefore, 

the American NAAB and British RIBA programs, which are bodies that provide accreditation to the 

Architecture University Study, have become two bodies that determine the level of universities and the 

level of their graduates, and their recommendations have become one of the major bases for employment, 

work, and practicing the profession. The NAAB uses the word “accreditation”, which can generally be 

defined as a voluntary quality determination process conducted by a third evaluator based on a set of input 

criteria and then evaluated by peer reviewers in the same jurisdiction; this model is based on the values set 

by independent decision-making institutions to increase the ability of educational institutions to develop 

and upgrade curricula and courses (NAAB 2014a). While the RIBA uses the term "validity" on the product, 

including the general form of the educational product (students portfolio), which includes not only the 

aspects and design possibilities, but the tests and special possibilities of students on the number of texts and 

course work; and these are evaluated according to the RIBA specification and not within the specifications 

and standard requirements. Therefore, this standard seeks to describe the RIBA trends of the universities 

and architectural schools product and evaluate the methods of study without focusing on the quality of the 

study inputs only and this entity also believes that validity is based on a number of criteria that can include 

the nature of the curriculum, the number and quality of staff and technical resources, and that the scale of 

these inputs will be the basis of this validity. Therefore, most of the architectural departments are currently 

facing increasing pressure from the students, as well as the labor market, to make a radical change in the 

subjects and methods of teaching architecture and to emphasize on environmental issue and its relation to 

the built environment. Research around the world indicates that the construction sector, and the society at 

large, have placed the issue of environment, energy, and natural resources at the center of architecture, 

which makes the continuation of work as in the past a natural state, which requires the introduction of this 

subject in the core of the architectural profession. Thus, teaching the environmental topics in architectural 

schools in the primary and higher studies [17] revealed that after careful consideration of the architectural 

approach, we will notice a difference in the weight of these environmental subjects within the general 

curriculum. and what is the method of study? And what is the desired goal? And will this issue be 

distributed at all stages? And how the theoretical and practical aspects will be linked? And will this be 

verified? Many questions pose itself, as well as whether expanding environmental education will 

overshadow other topics.  

 

One study in Norway indicated that a number of specialists see sustainability and the environment are 

linked to the concept of energy economy, which can be achieved through specific determinants and 
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controls, or can be seen as a purely technical subject that can be added to buildings. Consequently, [18]. 

This requires the architect not only to think in a sustainable way, but to make sustainability an integral part 

of architecture [19], which necessitates updating the environmental education curriculum. This is what 

actually happens in many departments and architectural schools around the world [20], such as in the 

architectural schools of the United States, from the direction towards carbon equal buildings and projects, 

which aims to motivate teachers and students to deal with environmental and ecological issues [21]. 

Therefore, the American Institute of Architects (AIA) has introduced a 2030 toolkit to promote sustainable 

architecture, which is an important part of the built environment and encourages its introduction as part of 

the standards of accreditation in architectural schools [19]. 

 

[22] classifies the process of restructuring of sustainability curriculum as a change from adding a topic to 

the curriculum to a state of integration with the curriculum in its theoretical and practical part. Therefore, 

there is a need for exposure to a new type of environmental skills and knowledge and to identify the steps 

that must be taken by the architectural departments to train today's students and tomorrow's engineers to 

deal with climate change and global warming issues, or in other words, the need to design an integrated 

architectural curriculum that makes sustainability a primary goal [23]. Thaler and Sunstein point out that 

the way people make decisions depends on how the topic is presented and how it is framed. Therefore, it is 

mentioned that people choose traditional models and ideas when presenting projects because what is 

presented to them is traditional [24]. Therefore, there is a need for new ideas, including sustainability, to 

identify their vocabulary, methods, and features to be presented to people or external entities to introduce 

them. It should also be noted that sustainability is a fundamental pillar in its composition and a clear goal 

that the built environment seeks to achieve. And this is called Quo BIAS. Therefore, specialists do not 

demand increased environmental performance in the curriculum, but rather give the subject importance and 

priority in the architectural design [25], to be the culmination of the theoretical study and thus show the 

projects in the form of abyss and urban designs that take the sustainability role of the foundation [19]. It is 

also possible to take advantage of the large numbers of students who are present during the study stage and 

in various stages to develop sustainable architectural designs that can be tested in the laboratories of the 

department, so that it is possible to find the best environmental solutions for each project and at different 

stages of study, thus building a theoretical knowledge base applied in practice, during computer tests [26]. 

Therefore, the researchers believe that there is a difference between curriculum allocated to sustainability 

and curriculum in which sustainability is accidental [27]. Furthermore, the architectural departments have a 

great responsibility to teach sustainability and the environment through organized practices that vary from 

theoretical lectures that provide students with understanding and between the architectural studios with the 

greatest weight for their long hours. This theoretical knowledge is applied in practical terms, thus 

developing the abilities of both students and professors in a similar way.  

 

4. Assessment as the basis for completion of the educational process 
Lemkowitz et al. (1996) point out that higher education and universities provide an opportunity for students 

to study pure engineering sciences that can be an incentive for students to develop new ideas about the 

environment and sustainability through creative thinking. However, these agencies offer no opportunity to 

evaluate these products and students' values and attitudes [28]. The process of education is an ongoing 

process. However, learning skills and knowledge in any field requires a strong academic base and to 

achieve this goal, assessment and its mechanism have become an important tool for understanding the level 

of the students' understanding of the curriculum, and it is also considered a way to help identify the type of 

educational steps to come. Therefore, all educational schools rely on a kind of formal tests for the purpose 

of evaluating the students and to know the extent to which the student benefited during the years of study. 

Accordingly, universities seek to make the assessment process more effective to increase the student’s 

ability to learn. However, the assessment process for students in the large-scale architecture studios requires 

a double amount of attention and scrutiny because measuring the student's success in addressing design 

problems and translating them into success levels or grades is more difficult than testing the students in 

purely theoretical lessons with clear and specific answers. The architectural study includes putting the 
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students in a specific design test, the level and details of which vary according to the stage of study and the 

extent of which depends on the presentation of the final project of the final stage of the study. The student's 

product is subjected to criticism and observation from his/her colleagues and professors and the final grade 

of the student shall be given after the discussions, which is often unconvincing to the students because they 

are not present for discussion at the time of putting the grade and they believe that the result was due to the 

lack of defense of their projects or misunderstanding during the evaluation stage, leaving the students with 

an impression of dissatisfaction with the grade. And this requires research in the methods of architectural 

assessment to develop this subject and to establish clear rules and criteria for this purpose. The assessment 

process in the United States differs from that in the United Kingdom, which depends on the student's 

reports of the project and the number and type of research provided away from traditional exams.  

 

Therefore, we will consider the assessment as a process of forming a judgment on the quality of the 

student's achievement and on what has been drawn from a product to solve a particular problem of what has 

been submitted to the professors or the jury. This calls for the determination of certain criteria for 

assessment, where the students must be aware of it, as they represent the intended learning outcomes of the 

project as a completed design with special specifications. This will help the student to develop his/her work 

to achieve these products supported by their appropriate assessment criteria and it will also form the basis 

for rational assessment.  

 

One of the methods of architectural assessment is the holistic view of projects and the assessment of grade 

for all final designs of students. But this method overlooks a number of criteria such as the extent of student 

creativity and ability to solve design problems regardless of their designations (like environmental 

problems). So, this method will reduce the ability of students to develop their own capabilities and can be 

adopted for a limited number of projects, though it will be difficult to apply to a large number of projects.  

The subjective aspect in this method will have a major role in the assessment process away from the 

substantive side. Also, this method will be more complicated if external arbitrators are invited to evaluate 

the projects who do not have the assessment criteria and basis of that entity. Thus, there is a need to 

establish a clear basis for the assessment based on the identification of certain requirements that must be 

met by the student and each requirement shall have a rate of the total grade of the assessment; this falls 

within the Rubrics mechanism for assessment so that the grades will be based objectively on the quality of 

the product and the extent of the presentation include a number of schemes, sections, interfaces and details 

including environmental treatments that will represent the practical application of theoretical environmental 

lessons given to the student and took a wide range of study during his previous years.  

 

4.1  The role of the Rubrics method in architectural assessment 
Assessment is a key issue in the field of higher education and architectural education [29]. However, the 

assessment of creativity, architectural effort, or architectural product is difficult [30]. But this is what we 

need in architectural design lessons. The Rubrics method is a descriptive method of assessment [31]. It is 

also an effective and varied way to assess the extent of knowledge and the level of development of 

technical skills [32], and it can be the basis for the use of academic judgment on student performance [33]. 

Therefore, there is a great tendency in higher education to use this method for its positive role in learning 

and education [34] because this method clearly and explicitly explains how the process of learning and 

education should proceed and what results are required of the student so this method can be used to assess 

different levels of achievement [35]. This researcher points out that following this method will reduce the 

assessment burden on teachers and its use will also eliminate confusion in the vision between education and 

assessment, which will enhance their role significantly. Andrade (2000) also points out that this system will 

increase the speed and development of work in the large studios [36]. Rust (2002) notes that students prefer 

to use this method because it is an effective and useful method based on clearly defined assessment criteria 

[37]. Hudson (2005) states that assessment criteria must be based on specific determinants and outputs of 

education as these will be the reference for teachers and students. In addition, the participation of students 

in the development of the standards of this system will encourage them to develop their skills and improve 
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their output [38]. Dornisch and Mcloughlin (2006) expressed that this system is credible, effective, and 

applicable and helps to reduce the problems of product evaluation and creative performance, which will 

reduce dissatisfaction and satisfaction with evaluation or unfairness [34]. Ehmann (2005) points to the need 

to use this technique inside the studio, which will help to develop the student's abilities, improve his/her 

creative output; it will also accurately determine the expected products to be obtained from the student [39] 

which are accepted by the professor [40]. The subject of evaluation and accreditation has become an 

essential part of higher education [41] and the Rubrics method has become one of the methods in this field. 

The term can be defined as a collection of documents based on the expectations of student assessment and 

by the installation of specific criteria [42] according to certain subjects and levels that are required to be 

considered as assessment criteria; they also determine the required quality of work and the degree of 

determination strategy [43] and this system also has the potential to help students understand the desired 

objectives of education and the level and type of performance required. It also provides the basis for fair 

judgment of students' adaptable and development outcomes. Studies conducted on graduate and 

postgraduate students indicate that thanks to this method of assessment, students can work to achieve these 

goals and the required level of assessment [44]. This method not only develops students' abilities but can 

also develop and improve the entire learning process (the source [45]) ; It is also a vital means of finding an 

efficient assessment system that helps to develop curriculum and increase access to accreditation [46]. 

 

5. Experience of environmental education at Al-Nahrain University 
The share of environmental education in the academic curriculum of the Department of Architecture at Al-

Nahrain University in its five stages covering tow academic stages (the third and fourth) where the subject 

of (sustainability) of the third stage, which aims to (The subject of the environment and sustainability aims 

to teach students What are the natural environment and the man made environment, the relationship 

between them, and what are the limits of thermal comfort and how the man made environment affected the 

natural one and vice versa and the  role of the built environment on energy consumption and its impact on 

climate change. Renewable energies and how we can take advantage of them, passive cooling and how it 

was used in traditional and contemporary architecture. According to table (1), the study of the subject 

extends over a whole semester (15 weeks). In the fourth stage, the term "architecture and the environment", 

which aims to specify the concepts of exchanging of the permanent act among these factors and man's 

physiological requirements illustrates the positive and negative climatic effects, and the methods of 

protection are clarified to the student in order to reach designing and planning values that might be the basis 

in determining the architectural local climate level and micro climate in enclosed spaces.  In addition, 

studying sun shading devices and patches along with its calculations illustrate the importance of sustainable 

concepts in conservation our natural environment and climatic system balance, Studying and illustrate 

sustainable architecture and its importance in provide healthy environment for human and conservation 

natural environment) according to table (2), where the study extends over a whole semester (15 weeks). 

 

Table 1. Study Plan for Al-Nahrain University – Architecture Department- Topic Title \ Sustainability 

Stage: Third year Architectural Department at Al-Nahrain University Baghdad, Iraq (source\The study Plan 

for Architectural department) 

 

Type of Skill 

Topic Title  \  Sustainability 

Stage : Third year  

Architectural Department at Al-Nahrain University Baghdad, 

Iraq 

ability understanding Subject 

 U Introduction 

 U Man and climate 

 U Psychometric chart for Iraq 
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Table 2. Study Plan for Al-Nahrain University – Architecture Department- Topic Title  \  Environment and 

Architecture. Stage: Fourth year Architecture Department at Al-Nahrain University Baghdad,  

Iraq.(source\The study Plan for Architectural department) 

Type of Skill 

Topic Title  \   Environment and Architecture 

Stage :  Fourth year 

Architectural Department at Al-Nahrain University Baghdad, Iraq 

ability understanding Subject 

 U Introduction 

 U Green architecture standards 

 U Natural lighting in architecture 

 U Solar radiation and architecture 

 U Solar angle, shades and spot lights 

 U The advantages of solar lighting and its codes 

 U                                                          Exam    

 U Power consumption in buildings 

Exam                      

 U Thermal insulation in buildings 

 U Natural ventilation in buildings 

 U Methods of natural ventilation in buildings and cities 

 U Papers submission 

 U Discussions 

 U                                                       Exam 

 

 

 U Sustainability and sustainable development history and meanings 

 U Energy and built environment and fossil fuel 

 U Climate change 

 U Traditional building and environment 

 U Renewable energy part 1 

Exam                          

Exam.  U Renewable energy part 2 

 U Passive cooling part 1 

 U Passive cooling part 2 

 U Sustainable city part 1 

 U Sustainable city part 2 

 U General discussion (all subjects) 
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Table 3. Actual Criteria for Design Project in Architecture Department – AL-Nahrain University. 

(source\The study Plan for Architectural department). 

 

Table 4. Proposed Criteria for Designing the Project in Architecture Department – AL-Nahrain University  

Existing Project Scoring Table 

Excellent 

90-100% 

V. Good 

80-89% 

Good 

70-79% 

Mid. 

60-59% 

Pass 

50-59% 

Fail 

Less than 50% 

Required 

Project Items 
No. 

      Concept Design  1 

      Site plan 2 

      Plans 3 

      Sections 4 

      Elevations 5 

      Model 6 

      Perspective 7 

Final Project Degree (100%) 

Suggested Project Scoring Table 

Excellent 

90-100% 

V. Good 

80-89% 

Good 

70-79% 

Mid. 

60-59% 

Pass 

50-59% 

Fail 

Less than 50% 

Required 

Project Items 
No. 

      Concept Design  1 
      Site plan 2 
      Plans 3 
      Sections 4 
      Elevations 5 
      Model 6 
      Perspective 7 

Required Project Applied Environmental Treatments 

      
Site 

Environmental 

Treatments 

8 

      
Plans 

Environmental 

Treatments 

9 

      
Sections 

Environmental 

Treatments 

10 

      
Elevations 

Environmental 

Treatments 

11 

      
Passive Systems 

Treatments 

Details 

12 

Required Project Applied Environmental Treatments Calculations 

      

Environmental 

Computer 

Software 

Checked Project 

Treatments 

Calculations and 

Results 

13 

Final Project Degree (100%) 
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6. Practical study 

 Analysis of the results of the practical study and the above tables shows: 

 

1. Focus shall only be on the theoretical aspects of the subject and the lack of activation of the practical 

aspect (ability), i.e., the possibility of application of the theoretical subjects and then the assessment is (Not 

Available). This requires an assessment system that investigates the results of the application of 

environmental theoretical subjects with a share of the proportion of this investigation being drawn from the 

final degree of the general assessment. 

2. This information shall not be applied in the architectural design lesson due to: 

 The students are not obliged to introduce environmental treatments within the architectural design. There 

is no orientation towards adopting the environmental design as a basic and integral part of the architectural 

design of the student projects. Assessment is done according to Table 3, which does not include 

environmental design or practical application of environmental treatments. In addition, there is the lack of a 

requirement or assessment standard regarding this subject. 

 The non-application of a weight on architectural design in the design of student projects and the lack of an 

evaluation system needed to investigate the application of environmental treatments. 

 The non-verification of the efficiency and effectiveness of the performance of treatments and 

environmental systems in student projects, if any, in a documented manner, because students do not know 

such programs and they have not been taught the curricula of architectural education which must be 

included in the curriculum of teaching computer uses in architecture through environmental software Which 

is not taught in the curriculum of the Department of computer use courses, which focuses only on software 

for drawing and architectural show only. 

 

7. Conclusion: 
1) There is a gap in environmental education between the two aspects of (Understanding) and the 

possibility of application (Ability) among the students. This is illustrated in Table (1) due to the 

inconsistency of the applied aspects in the architectural studios which have a great effect in the architectural 

study and its extension of long study hours within the curriculum of the department. 

2) Failure to include the assessment criteria of architectural designs of the student projects on the 

environmental standards, which weakened the importance of this subject until it was neglected in full. This 

is not consistent with the NAAB requirements which state that students must have the ability to Understand 

and the Ability to deal theoretically and practically with environmental issues. This represents an obstacle 

to obtaining accreditation from the international accreditation bodies. 

3) There are no special methods for assessing environmental architectural designs for student projects, if 

any, because there is no environmental computer software to verify the efficiency of the submitted designs, 

and to be the basis for judgment and assessment for the purpose of making a comparison among these 

projects. 

 

8. Recommendations 

1) Encourage the adoption of environmental design with all the systems, strategies, and specifications as a 

key part of the students' projects in the Department of Architecture with the development of assessment 

criteria for this subject to be added to the traditional assessment criteria. Moreover, it is recommended that 

the subject of environmental design shall take its share in the final assessment of the projects for each 

student, and for all academic stages as a product increases the performance of the architecture department. 

2) The process of setting the assessment criteria proposed in Table (4) will oblige students and teachers to 

adopt environmental trends when designing ideas and architectural designs for student projects. This will 

enable the creation of innovative ideas in this field based on the reality of the climate and the dry and hot 

environment in Iraq, which gives the product its special environmental and architectural Iraqi identity. It is 

possible to propose a prize for the best environmental architectural design for postgraduate and 

undergraduate studies.  
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3) Prepare laboratories and teaching staff qualified to operate and teach environment related computer 

software. This specialization should be added as an essential part of the computer program for the purpose 

of assessing the environmental performance of the student projects, especially the finished projects as the 

final product of the Department of Architecture. 

4) Integration of theoretical and practical environmental studies supported by the results of the 

environmental computer programs leading to the production of comprehensive and integrated 

environmental education, which is in line with the requirements of the environmental education of the 

NAAB, thus facilitating the accreditation of specialized international bodies in this field. This can fill the 

gap in environmental education between students' Understanding and Ability.  

5) Encourage graduate students to adopt applied environmental research as subjects for master's thesis in 

the Department to solve the local problems of reality and to reduce energy consumption and the implement 

environmentally friendly projects to address the effects of climate change. 

6) The possibility of presenting the results of the research and the postgraduate and undergraduate studies 

as design proposals to the state departments concerned with the production of energy-efficient buildings. 

These results can also be presented as an integral part of Iraqi building codes for green architecture or to the 

parties concerned with the construction to control future building requirements. 

7) The development of the criteria for environmental assessment that are added to the previous standards 

leading to the production of a balanced objective assessment system that goes beyond the self-determining 

aspects of the ability to achieve real environmental treatment in the ideas and designs of student projects. 

 

Note 

 There is no conflict of interest regarding the publication of this paper. 

 The topics tiles and the study plan of architecture department of Al-Nahrain university data used to 

support the findings of this study. All data is available upon request. 
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